
Brookfield
Community School

/T~------ --
FULL GOVERNING BODY MEETING

Tuesday 2 July 2019 @ 17:30 in the LRC

----------------- ^

L=

MINUTES (final)

Present: James Brown (JB)
Paul Carroll (Vice Chair) (PCa)
Susannah Denton (DS)
Tim Felton (IF)
Jonathan Ford (JF)
Neil Haines (NH)
Israr Jan-Parker (UP)
Ann New (Chair) (AN)
Michaela Purser (MPu)
Chris Russell (CR)
Andy Stockton (AS) (until 19:10)
Simon Thurston (ST)
Martin Wright (MW)

Apologies: Kevin Gristock (KG)
Davina Obstancias (DO)
Mike Patterson (MPa)
Geoff Pike (GP)

In attendance: Ria Allan (RLA) (from 17:30-17:45)
Stuart Parkes (SPR) - Acting Head Teacher 
Peter Pease (PPE) - Deputy Head Teacher 
Tracey Calder (from 17:55-18:15)

Minutes taken by: Julie Green, Clerk

Quorate: Yes (13 out of 18 governors present)

The meeting commenced at 17:30

1) Welcome and introductions

RLA attended the opening of the meeting. PC spoke on behalf of governors thanking RLA for her 
contribution to the school over many years. RLA thanked governors expressing her appreciation of 
working with governors who have shared her beliefs and aspirations and added she felt privileged to 
have worked with such highly qualified and amazing staff to give the youngsters the best they 
deserve.

ACTION

2) Apologies for absence / Declarations of pecuniary interests

Apologies were received and accepted as above.

3) Agree any items of urgent business for discussion under 12

Governor Hub

4) Minutes of last meeting (2 April 2019)
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ACTION
Minutes were approved and signed.

5) Matters Arising from last meeting
The following items are still outstanding from previous meetings: *** ACTION ***

Skills Audit - not all governors have yet completed-TF to chase. IF
GB Self Evaluation - AN to provide feedback at next FGB in July

AN to distribute an evaluation to governors about where we are and how we can evidence that.
This should highlight discussion points for Strategy Committee and also so that we can formulae a 
Governors' Action Plan. It highlights what is missing at the moment - e.g. learning walks. ***
ACTION ***
It is expected this would be of interest to Ofsted on their next visit next Spring or Summer term.
A Sharepoint "Ofsted-ready" site has been set up with information for governors to access when ^ 
we are notified of the visit. PMC/JG to keep up to date *** ACTION ***
Vacancy for parent governors - these will be advertised in September so that the new Year 7 
parents will be able to put their names forward. Also discussed under item 9.

6) Reports and updates

6.1. Acting Head Teacher's report (SPR)
SP presented the School Action Plan Fleadlines, which provide a whole school focus on behaviour, 
personal development and quality of education.

School Action Plan - Leadership & Management
SP gave an oversight of what we are focussing on:

Leadership Structure
o Defined roles and responsibilities for SLT and support staff 
o Defined line management structure for SLT and DoLs 
o HL role central to pastoral practices 

Collaboration
o Build relationships with other schools to support curriculum 
o Sharing resources - this needs to be explored to see where possibilities may lie.

Culture and Character
o Development of a common language to support staff and students 
o Develop resilience of students and staff through a better understanding of mental health 

issues
o School focus on welfare, wellbeing and workload of staff - offering flexibility etc 

Quality Assurance
o Have a more open climate and listen to stakeholders and visitors 

School Growth and Sustainability
o Review school site and capacity and financial management 

Governance
o Provide accessible information to governors about the school - including subscribing to 

The Key for Governors 
o Training on the new Ofsted Framework 

School Action Plan - Leadership & Management - Intended Outcomes

These are in line with the specific actions included in the School Action Plan.

The priorities this year are a common vocabulary, mental health issues, whole school drive around 
literacy involving all the focus groups, which will carry forward to future years.

Student Welfare Update / role of DHT Character and Culture / role profile of TC and RJ
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The Leadership structure has been realigned and AG's role of DHT for Character and Culture is about 
building resilience in students and helping modify behaviours to ultimately improve their wellbeing as 
well as their ability to learn and achieve. AG will also work with staff. AG will bring together the 
various support mechanisms, the house team leaders and also work with the PSO team. He will have 
responsibility for attendance. TC's role no longer includes behavioural issues and is now focussed on 
support and CP matters, which include provision for vulnerable students. RJ has responsibility for the 
disadvantaged students. SP mentioned we might in the future have a learning support dog to 
encourage vulnerable students to attend school.

PP's responsibility includes curriculum, exams and outcomes. These are linked and SP commented if 
the curriculum is right and behaviour is good, the learning for everyone is optimised.

PMc oversees teaching and learning. She also has responsibility for HR and will work with SRO to 
improve the culture for support staff e.g. performance management and training.

The house leader team is now led by a Senior House Leader, which will make a difference and PD 
planning will be removed from the role of the HL to the PSHE team. Behaviour issues will now be the 
responsibility of the PSO team.

SP gave an overview of the activities that AG has begun to put in place and changes planned to 
improve the culture around behaviour in a positive way, where rewards are key.

Curriculum and Data Update

SP updated governors on new courses and vocational qualifications. From September there will be 2 
instead of 3 data collection periods. There will be a curriculum intent focus in all subjects, which will 
be linked to student outcomes. The CAB grades will be split into behaviour and attitudes to help 
under achievers. PPE has been working on transition matrices and also working with the timetabling 
team. There will be less specific targets for youngers students to encourage rather than deter 
achievement.

ACTION

Q -How will the CAB scores be aligned and be consistent?

A - They will be aligned with pastoral grades and PPE and AG are working on this.

Q - With changes to the behaviour policy does this initially cause a spike in behavioural issues before 
the situation normalises?

A - Yes. NH explained as the new expectations are embedded there are more incidents but these 
gradually reduce and improvements are seen. The culture being introduced by AG is also to explain 
more why certain levels of behaviour are acceptable, and others are not, in a positive way.

Q - What is the rationale behind the reduction in data collection points?

A - Meaningful data, teacher workload and streamlined processes were all looked at. We now ensure 
data collection has a clear purpose, adds value, informs and improves learning. Therefore there will 
be one in the middle of the year and one at the end of the year. Progress is also driven by continual 
assessment and data collected in the classroom to ensure issues are dealt with promptly.

This was reinforced by the view that there is a big difference between what is a health check - i.e. a 
data collection point and what is robust formative assessment - i.e. data collection in the classroom 
which has has a clear focus for teachers in on-gong assessment.

Student and Staff Attendance update

SP distributed the updated student absence data for 2018 and 2019. Study leave accounts for 0.4% 
and this will be changed next year, as the sessions will be in school. Half of our absence figures relate 
to the absence of 70 students whose issues have been identified and are being addressed. The figure 
is slightly lower than this time last year, but remains below national averages. The new vulnerable 
provision will hopefully make a difference. We do not off-roll students, which also affects the figures. 
Ofsted will wish to see the processes in place to address the dip in figures.
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Staff turnover - teachine/support/vacancies

Staff absence has increased slightly but is still very good. Teaching staff absences are higher due to 
specific issues which have not been school related. SP presented the starters and leavers figures for 
2019/20 and 2018/20

Q - Have reasons for leaving followed any particular trends?

A- SP responded for teaching staff there have been diverse reasons, e.g. career change, retirement, 
promotions, locational changes, family etc. For support staff- LSA turnover is generally higher and 
also the IT Leadership issues at the beginning of the year played a role.

SP gave an overview of present teaching and support staff vacancies.

Exclusion data

The percentage is comparable to last year although there have been slightly more exclusions. 
However compared with Fareham and Gosport school, our percentage is very low.

Q - What are the reference points to confirm that the low figure is appropriate and if as a school we 
are addressing discipline issues properly and consistently?

A-SP explained each set of circumstances and each exclusion is in accordance with a strategic 
process set by the school. The process is not driven by statistics.

Also the process of a positive reintegration after an exclusion was explained and how the school 
manages situations where excluding is no longer effective or appropriate.

Governors thanked SP and the leadership team for the update.

6.2. SEF

This will be updated with any requirements following the summer results.

6.3. School Action Plan

SP requested governors to look at the School Action Plan and feedback via the clerk if it represents 
Brookfield or if things have been missed or could be added.

Q - Does it recommend the LLP recommendations that have been proposed?

A - Yes. The report will be shared with the LLP for their comments and feedback too.

Staff are also involved and it has been simplified to make it more accessible.

ACTION

7) Policies and Procedures
7.1. Child Protection Policy

TC presented updates to the policy, which mainly reflect changes to names and terms as guided 
by policy

Appendix 4 - allegations can now be brought against any adult with contact to a child 

Appendix 5 - templates are provided for reporting situations 

Appendix 9 - updated risk assessments including sexual issues

Whistleblowing is included in the Hampshire policy but as a school we also have our own 
Whistleblowing Policy, which is referred to in various sections of the CPP.

Procedures for reporting, recording and following up on incidents is now included.

We are awaiting the September 2019 KCSiE and in case there is anything specific included which 
needs to be reflected (e.g. upskirting which is now illegal) in the policy, TC proposed to bring the 
policy back to the next FGB for approval. *** ACTION ***

7.2. Safeguarding Audit

This is completed annually and submitted to Hampshire. TC and SR did a fresh start when 
completing the audit. It provides more details about setting up and training of staff, how

TC
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governors are involved in monitoring safeguarding and also and what we do with students in the 
curriculum to make them aware of safeguarding issues. It also includes recruitment checks.

Q-TC was asked if she considered there were any areas where more focus or support is required? 

A-TC responded that this the action plan will include gathering information from the students to help 
TC and the team develop what we deliver to the students. At the moment this is driven by the school 
through the curriculum in PHSE and PD.

Q - Have all the required audits been carried out?

A - Yes.

7.3. SEN Information Report

JOR and TR (SENCO and Deputy SENCO) have produced the report. We ensure that the policy reflects 
all the required updates (people, processes, practice and protocol). There have been minor 
amendments with no significant changes.

Q-lfwe continually only update the policy is there a danger we can become complacent?

A-TC agreed that we have been revising for several years following a collaboration effort with other 
schools to produce a common format. Next year there is a plan to start from scratch and look at our 
policies and reports with fresh eyes and discuss with SEN students and their parents.

Q - How do we review practices in place?

A - The SEN link governor meets with the team. The Welfare Committee has also been given a 
presentation about SEN provisions.

7.4. Virtual Attendance Policy

Governors approved the policy.
This allows governors to attend virtually at meetings. It also allows for virtual meetings of governors 
for example EFGBs. This will be done either by using a dial-in conference facility or web based apps 
such as skype or whatsapp. This is a Governors' policy and does not need to be published

8) Governor Committees

8.1. Review of new committee structure 

Governors commented as follows:

® The Standards committee is now more focussed and is linked to data collection points and 
meetings are focussed around these giving clarity and a better depth of understanding to data.

* Resources is a full meeting and can be quite long but having merged Finance and Infrastructure 
this was to be expected. There is still the possibility to focus the agenda items in order to be more 
efficient with time.

« Welfare is extremely beneficial to the school and SP expressed appreciation of how it is expected 
to help support the school going forward.

8.2. Appointment of chairs/vice chairs for 2019/2020

MPa had notified the chair that he wished to stand down as Vice Chair of Welfare and Standards. The 
meeting thanked MPa for his commitment and valuable input as vice chair to these committees.

The following nominations were accepted and approved:

Resources-Chair-JTW; Vice Chair - MW 

Standards - Chair-JB; Vice Chair - UP 

Strategy - Chair - PC; Vice Chair - AN 

Welfare - Chair - KG; Vice Chair - SD

The Chair and the Standards Chair encouraged all governors to attend at least one of the Subject

ACTION
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Review Meetings, which take place in October. This is an opportunity to hear from Dofls and 
Learning Leaders and addresses not only outcomes, but also continued quality and best practices 
within their subjects. The meetings also look forward at the coming year and at changes being 
introduced and why. *** ACTION ***
8.3. Approval of Terms of Reference

It was agreed all Terms of Reference (Standards, Strategy, Resources and Welfare) would be reviewed 
by the Chairs over the summer and discussed at their next committee meetings for ratification by the 
FGB meeting in December. *** ACTION ***
8.4. Membership of committees

There were no updates to the distributed list.

8.5. Annual Planner 2019/2020

This now incorporates standing agenda items, policies in accordance with the revised schedule 
provided by the school and presentations in accordance with the school timetable and as required by 
governors. Each committee to review regularly.

Chairs to check planner regularly to ensure it remains current and ensure it is reflected in meeting 
agendas.. *** ACTION ***
SP/CB to send clerk a revised policy schedule each time there is an update. *** ACTION ***
SP to ask KA to inform governors how they can access live policies. *** ACTION ***
8.6. Dates for next year

As distributed. Also available on Governor Hub and the school calendar (for staff) - including subject 
review meetings.

9) Review of induction process for new governors
New governors felt that there was a lot of information in the Induction Pack and that it could be 
presented in a way that would make it less overwhelming. AN/JG to take a look and improve.
*** ACTION ***
Q - Would it be possible to introduce a mentor/buddy system for new governors?

A - This has worked well for some and the Chair will review going forward. *** ACTION ***
With regard to parent governors, it was agreed that the commitment to the role, the level of 
responsibility and the importance of governance need to be reflected in correspondence with parents 
when the vacancy for a parent governors is announced. AN/JG to liaise with CB and refresh the text 
for vacancies. *** ACTION ***
AN also expressed a desire to meet with the parent governor once elected quite early on to go 
through basic expectations and requirements. SP/CB/AN/JG to discuss *** ACTION ***
The governors discussed ways of engaging with governors while the vacancy is open, e.g.

» Publishing a case study along side the vacancy of what is required and the reality of being a 
governor. AN/PC to discuss *** ACTION ***

* A pop in session before the next GB meeting on 1 October as an opportunity for prospective 
applicants to discuss and learn first about being a governor. SP/CB/AN/JG to discuss timings 
and including this invitation in the vacancy notice narrative/email to parents. *** ACTION *** 

The importance of attending the HCC Induction Course (which is excellent) as early on as possible 
should also be encouraged as it explains the responsibilities very well.

SP used the opportunity to speak about being governors at Year 6 parents' meetings. It was also 
suggested to reach out to governing bodies of the cluster schools and gauge their interest as their 
children move up to Brookfield. *** ACTION ***

ALL

AN/PC/T
F/JB/KG

ACTION

AN/PC/T
F/JB/KG
SP/KA

AN/JG/TF

AN

AN/JG/CB

SP/CB/A
N/JG

AN/PC

SP/CB/A
N/JG

AN
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10) Committees and Link Governor Reports
10.1. DIG (verbal report)
IF reported the skills audit nearly completed. At next meeting, IF to give an analysis of strengths and 
weaknesses within the skill set of the governing body and formulate a training programme gong 
forward.

10.2. Safeguarding Link Governor Report (verbal report)

GP unavailable but has recently met with TC and will report at next FGB.

10.3. Welfare Committee Minutes (18 June 2019) (available on Sharepoint)

The minutes reflect the meetings and should there be any questions, please contact KG offline.

10.4. Strategy Committee Minutes (4 June 2019) (available on Sharepoint)

The conversations around PAN Increase and development will continue next term with Glen 
Parkinson from Children's Services. Site meanings with stakeholders are underway and will feed into 
requirements for future development of the school and site.

Cover and supply teaching were discussed and governors supported the school's initiative and 
associated costs to improve the present system.

10.5. Resources Committee Minutes (14 May and 25 June 2019) (available on Sharepoint)

TF reported there is one important on-going issue around an IT lease agreement.

10.6. Standards Committee Minutes (7 May 2019) (available on Sharepoint)

The minutes reflect the meetings and should there be any questions, please contact JB offline

11. Governing Body update
11.1. Governor Vacancies (2 x parent) - as discussed above

11.2. Succession planning / governor positions up for renewal
Next term one co-opted governor position will need to be renewed in October and one existing 
parent governor vacancy will need to be reapplied for in November.

12) Any other business 

12.1 Governor Hub

Governor Hub has replaced the old Hampshire Governor Services Portal and is the go-to place for 
accessing information about Brookfield's Governing Body (including dates of meetings), governance 
related information for governors and details about courses. It is also now where you book training.

Additional functionalities include:

1. Use the Noticeboard to communicate.

2. Subscribe to the Governor Hub calendar.
3. Governor Hub app allows you to view your board's documents on-the-go using your smart phone 
or tablet.
4. Documents section - at the moment this section is not populated but if all governors agree - we 
can do this once everyone is signed on.

5. Updating training records

6. Logging meeting attendance

7. Community Insights and news

8. Governor Services' area

9. Help centre if you need advice
It was agreed governors would take a look and discuss if we adopt going forward for communicating

ACTION
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and sharing documentation. *** ACTION ***

13) Date of next meeting of the FGB/Standards Committee Tuesday 1 October 2019 @ 17:30 
(IRC)

The meeting ended at 19:30

ACTION

Outstanding Action List:

Meeting 
date / item

Action By
whom

Target date Complete

2018-02-06 / 
09

Skills Audit - to be completed by ALL Governors IF Jul-19 On-going

2018-10-08 / 
07

GB Self Evaluation / AN to provide further details AN Jul-19 On-going

2019-07-01 /
5

Governors to complete Governors' Self Evaluation questionnaire AN/ALL Sep-19 On-going

2019-07-01 /
5

Ofsted ready sharepoint site to be kept up-to-date JG/AN/
PMC

Sep-19 On-going

2019-07-01 / 
7.1

Child Protection Policy to be approved at next FGB wihen KCSiE 
updates are available and have been incorporated.

TC Sep-19 On-going

2019-07-01 / 
8.2

Governors to attend Subject Review meetings in October. Dates 
are on the date list / in Governor Hub

All Oct-19 On-going

2019-07-01 / 
8.5

Annual Planner - Chairs to review regularly AN/PC/
TF/KG/
JB

Sep-19 On-going

2019-07-01 / 
8.5

SP/CB to send policy schedule to clerk each time it is 
amended/updated

SP/CB Jul-19 On-going

2019-07-01 / 
8.5

SP/KA to advise how governors can access school policies via a 
shared drive

SP/KA Jul-19 On-going

2019-07-01 /
9

Review of induction process and documentation given to new 
governors. Introduce a mentoring system.

AN/JG Sep-19 On-going

2019-07-01 / Process around election of new parent governors:
• AN/JG/CB to review text that goes out to parents / 

advertised on the school website
• Look at publishing a case study on the website and 

including a link on the vacancy email
• Coordinate a pop-in session for interested parents before 

next Governors' meeting on 1 October 2019
« Reach out to governors of cluster schools around Easter to 

asses their on-going interest in being a governor at 
Brookfield.

SP/CN/
AN/JG

Sep-19 On-going

2019-07-01 / 
12

Governor Hub -once all governors have signed in and had a chance 
to look at the site, decision to be taken if we use going forward.

ALL Oct-19 On-going
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